
TECHSOURCE 

NEXT STEPS

To find out more about how our TechSource online managed catalogue could help your organisation  
simplify IT procurement, talk to your Account Manager.

Computacenter’s TechSource global procurement portal is supported by a 
range of calatogue and portfolio management services that simplify and 
streamline IT purchasing.

LOOKING FOR AN EASIER WAY TO ORDER ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGY?

IT procurement needs to be simple and efficient. Buyers expect a seamless 
experience, and are quickly put off official channels if they involve arduous and  
long-winded processes. Instead, users may resort to making purchases on company 
credit cards.  

This maverick spend leads to uncontrolled and disparate spend and shadow IT assets 
that are harder to manage and maintain. 

To control costs and simplify procurement management, organisations need to offer 
a more appealing purchasing experience while consolidating suppliers. 

AN INTUITIVE MANAGED PROCUREMENT PORTAL

The TechSource procurement portal is a live managed catalogue, designed for 
procurement teams, IT departments and end users and curated by Computacenter. 
From new starter bundles to peripherals, the portal provides easy access to a full 
range of pre-approved IT products. 

TechSource includes:

• An intuitive B2C style interface that eliminates the need for training.
• Guided dialogue-based search to help users quickly find the products they need.
• Detailed product descriptions so users can make informed purchase decisions.
• A managed catalogue that’s constantly updated to align with business 

requirements.
• The ability to integrate into existing procurement tools.
• Multi-lingual and multi-currency capabilities, including the ability to offer  

country-specific equipment.
• Home delivery options. 
• The ability to request quotes for non-catalogue items.
• Bespoke branding and configuration options.

WHY COMPUTACENTER?

Computacenter has invested in TechSource 
as a market-leading procurement platform. 
Differentiators for the Computacenter 
service include:

• Inbuilt platform security and reliability
• Ongoing catalogue and portfolio 

management services
• 35 years of supply chain and logistics 

expertise
• An international network of integration 

centres to fulfil orders

COMBINING IT GOVERNANCE AND  
SELF-SERVICE

TechSource provides organisations with 
complete control over IT spend while 
empowering users to self-serve. The 
TechSource service is designed to:

Deliver a seamless experience that’s 
appealing and intuitive for users

Maximise efficiency with simpler 
procurement processes

Decrease equipment costs by enabling 
organisations to take advantage of 
economies of scale

Reduce the risks of shadow IT by providing 
an easy and attractive alternative


